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Ix and TWO?, until we unnaturally
force 7W09 into meaning the idea or
rather the image of a place, not the
place itself? In El. 21 e^ohov iropetv
in place of egoSoiiropeiv is suggested on
the model of O.T. 921. But in O.T.
iropeiv in relation to i)/iiv has a good
meaning; in El. to whom is assistance
to be given ? The giver would be the
very man who needs it. El. 1̂ 466 is to
become & Zev, SeSop/ea <f>dafi' avevvpov
(sic) ov fiev, ov. But apart from other
considerations there are two great
objections to this. Only four or five
compounds with the negative dv and ev
are known, and of these not one occurs
in the Greek of really classical times ;
we may therefore reasonably conclude
that such words were not at that time
in favour, if used at all. Then the
position of fiev is intolerable, OVK
dvev<f>pov fiev would be right, or dvevfypov
fikv ov, but not dvev<ppov ov fiev. O.T.
1,089 omelpytov is substituted for dtrei-
pav, but in no natural sense can Citha-
cron be said to prevent or not prevent
itself from being celebrated in con-
nexion with Oedipus' infancy.

In some other passages of these plays
Prof. Harry is much happier. O.T. 227
iveyicaX&v is a great improvement on

viregekcbv, which gives just the wrong
sense. iireyKaX&v gives the sense we
want, and seems to me probably to
be what Sophocles wrote, or very near
to it. But I do not think we can take
fir) eneoTrdrco as apodosis to el fiev K.T.X.
as well as to el 8' av K.T.\., nor can we
here understand the ' well and good'
that sometimes in the statement of
alternatives is appropriate and by Greek
idiom to be supplied. Even, therefore,
if the change be made, the sentence
remains too imperfect to be right in
its present form. In Ajax 169 again
fieydXai yvir&v instead of fiiyav alyv-
iritbv is a very plausible alternative to
that addition of Si after alyvinov, which
is the usual device for correcting the
faulty metre. Though I am not sure
the Greeks would have had the feeling,
we should like to think of Ajax as an
eagle rather than as a vulture; and,
since Mr. Harry likes modern instances,
he will perhaps allow me to present
him with a partial parallel in almost
the only poetical lines of Titus An-
dronicus:

The eagle suffers little birds to sing,
And is not careful what they mean thereby,
Knowing that with the shadow of his wings
He can at pleasure stint their melody.

H E R B E R T RICHARDS.

APOTHEOSIS AND AFTER-LIFE.

Apotheosis and After - Life: Three
Lectures on Certain Phases of Art and
Religion in the Roman Empire. By
Mrs. S. ARTHUR STRONG, Assistant
Director of the British School at
Rome. Constable.

MRS. STRONG is gradually familiarising
us with the masterpieces of Roman
sculpture and their interpretation. Her
earlier book, Roman Sculpture, is, we
may hope, in the library of every school
and college which has a classical depart-
ment. The work before us deals mainly
with one motive of Roman art, but one
of the utmost importance and interest;
and Mrs. Strong hints that she is
already engaged on a third volume.
She is indefatigable, but is so far from

being dull or plodding that her zeal
and enthusiasm are infectious, and
should have the best influence on the
rising generation of scholars. The
attitude of criticism into which she
sometimes moves her readers is only
another proof of the real value of her
work.

Her subject is here laid out in three
lectures, of which the first deals with
the effect of Roman imperial apotheosis
on art, Roman and Christian. It is
divided into sections, which serve as a
series of steps leading up to her central
point. Like the art she most admires,
her method is strictly centripetal. Her
main proposition may be thus stated:
Plastic art, when inspired by such real
religious feeling as is the result of any
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form of monotheism, will tend to
frontality; that is, the central figure,
as the object of peculiar reverence, will
look straight to the front, absorbing
thus the interest and reverence of the
worshipper or spectator. As a con-
sequence, any other figures in the
group will be centripetal in relation
to this central one. Mrs. Strong sees
a forecast of this principle in certain
archaic sculpture, e.g. in the pediment
of the recently discovered temple in
Corfu, where the central figure, a
Gorgon, is apparently prophylactic.
But in the days of the Olympian gods,
i.e. in Greece from Homer onwards,
frontality tends to disappear; the
Greek of historical times loved
humanity so well that he lost his
straight reverential outlook on divinity,
even in the case of Zeus. The conse-
quence to art is, according to our author,
a certain weakness in composition of
even the greatest Greek sculptors; the
central point is missing, and there is
nothing left to govern the whole design.
It is not till the Roman Empire, when
a new tendency to monotheism com-
bines its influence on art with that
of apotheosis, that the central figure
returns and the governing principle is
recovered. The process of recovery
occupies the latter part of the lecture.
The account halts somewhat until we
reach the Antonine period, but from
that time onwards to Justinian, both
in pagan and Christian art, it is plain
that frontality returned, with the
return of a religious feeling deeper
than any that polytheism could inspire.

The second lecture, as regards Roman
life, is hardly so interesting as the first.
The greater part is occupied with
Greek ideas of the dead, and with
evidence from Etruscan and Faliscan
tombs, which are, of course, to a large
extent Greek by descent. So far as we
can at present discern, the true Italic
peoples had no clear idea of individual
life after death, until towards the end
of the republican period the educated
classes became affected by current
Hellenistic ideas of religion and
philosophy. Thus the evidence of
which Mrs. Strong can make use is
mainly literary rather than artistic.
Even the remarkable funeral sarco-

phagus with the starred canopy above
the dead man, on which she comments
with so much insight and interest, is
from Amiternum, far away from Rome.
The third lecture carries on the subject
of Apotheosis and After-Life into the
period of the Empire, and discusses
sepulchral monuments from various
provinces, all presenting an elaboration
of allegorical symbolism 'carefully
thought out' by the designer, but to
us sadly bewildering. A good example
of this is the Igel monument near
Trier, strangely neglected by the Ger-
mans. Here is a specimen of the
symbolism which Mrs. Strong finds in
the story of Mars and Rhea Silvia, repre-
sented on its western pediment:

' The Soul awakes to a vision of the
divine, even as Rhea awakes from her
weary slumber to behold the immortal
lover swiftly descending to comfort her,
for death itself is but a sleep which
leads to a blessed awakening and con-
solation. At the same time it seems to
me certain that the story of Mars and
Rhea on these reliefs may be inter-
preted as a Sacred Marriage, a hierogamy
between the Soul and God. And the
many incidents of rapes—those of
Proserpina, of Ganymede, of Hylas,
and of the daughters of Leucippus,
and the myth of Cupid and Psyche,
forecast a wedded union with the
Divine Love.'

Mrs. Strong is apt to express her con-
clusions emphatically, e.g. in her inter-
pretation of the scene on Trajan's arch
at Beneventum, which she describes as
the abdication of Jupiter in favour of
the Emperor. It is not, however, for
me to pronounce on such matters-; I
can only assert that if this be accepted
as the right meaning, it must not be
allowed to mislead students into fancy-
ing that the cult of Jupiter ceased
thenceforward to be a real and power-
ful motive in the west.

On another question I am better
qualified to judge; i.e. whether Mrs.
Strong is right in strongly affirming
two or three times over (pp. 64, 69,
168) that the triumphator was for the
time of the triumph actually the god
himself, ' in very truth Jupiter Optimus
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Maximus.' I have twice lately been most
carefully through the evidence on which
this view of the triumphator is supposed
to be based, and have found nothing to
convince me of its correctness, and a
good deal that points in the opposite
direction. But the discussion of this
evidence needs special treatment, and
I hope shortly to show that it was not
until the triumph became the special
privilege of the Emperor and his family

that there is any good reason to believe
that the triumphator was in any true
sense identified with the god. I believe
that Dr. Stuart Jones is quite right in
claiming that the dress and attributes of
the triumphator were simply those of
the old Etruscan chieftain (Companion
to Roman History, pp. 195, 328, 350,
354)-

W. W. F.

THE FALL OF TROY.

The Fall of Troy, adapted from Virgil's
Aeneid. By W. D. LOWE, Litt. D.
Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1915.

THIS little book, designed for forms
which ' have made some progress in
translation from Latin prose and are
beyond the stage of disconnected stories,'
raises an important question of educa-
tional method. Dr. Lowe has previously
edited simplified selections from Latin
prose authors (' Caesar in Britain,' from
the Gallic War; ' Scenes from the Life
of Hannibal,' from Livy, etc.); but he
here applies the method of simplifica-
tion of Latin texts to a great poet. Is
this legitimate ?

The recommendation of the Curricula
Committee of the Classical Association
(1909) called attention to the fact that
no classical text in its original form
fulfils even approximately the necessary
requirements of pupils in their second
year of Latin—viz. (1) that the vocabu-
lary should not overwhelm the pupil,
(2) that the sentences should not be
excessively long, (3) that continuous
passages in oratio obliqua should not be
introduced; and the Committee drew
the conclusion that it is necessary to
employ simplified texts at this stage.
It suggested for simplification selections
from Caesar's Gallic War, stories about
the Kings of Rome, based on Livy I.,
and the story of Coriolanus, based on
Livy II. In the third year it recom-
mended abridged, as distinct from sim-
plified, texts—i.e. parts of prose and
verse authors from which the less inter-
esting and the more difficult sections
had been exscinded.

Dr. Lowe has gone beyond those
suggestions by rewriting the second
book of the Aeneid in such a way as
partly to summarise the drift in simple
prose sentences (e.g. ' Socii Aeneae
panem parant,' ' Subito regina, pul-
cherrima Dido, aggreditur'), partly to
reproduce the verse form, with such
changes as he deems desirable to make
it easier for the beginner to translate.
The book is thus reduced to 532 lines.
In some lines he seems to hesitate be-
tween these two methods, and to pre-
sent the pupil with lines like the
following:

Aut hoc inclusi equo celantur Achivi.
Duci intra muros iubet et in arce locari.
Infandum, regina, iubes me renovare dolorem.

In regard to such lines, it is surely a
mistake to confuse the pupil's feeling for
what is verse and what is not. I see no
warning given even in the notes. But
apart from such passages, Dr. Lowe's
heart must surely have sunk within him
when he found himself producing lines
like the following:

Deinde arma arripui clipeumque, exque aedi-
bus ibam.

(Representing lines 671, 672.)
Turba hortatur ut effigies ducatur in urbem.

(Representing lines 232, 233.)
O patria, o divum domus Ilium, et incluta

bello
Moenia Dardanidum, numquam vos deinde

revisam.
Hie labor extremus, longarum haec meta

viarum:
Hinc me digressum vestras deus duxit ad

oras.
(Based upon lines 241 f. and III.

714, but here transferred to the
end of the story.)


